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Family Tip Sheet 
STEM STANDS FOR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND MATH 

Hello Families!  You can encourage your child’s natural curiosity about the world around him by exploring 

STEM together. Sesame Street has created Little Discoverers: Big Fun with Science, Math, and More to help 

children develop STEM knowledge and skills, important building blocks for future learning. Try these simple 

activity ideas throughout your day and turn everyday moments into extraordinary investigations! 

EXPERIMENT 

An experiment is a test that is set up to answer a question. 

Try it! Use these phrases, which foster the kind of thinking used in experiments: “I wonder if 

the size of a ball will make a difference in how far you can throw it?” “I think smaller balls 

will go farther, because they’re lighter.”  

SINK OR FLOAT 

Something that floats stays on top of the water. Something that sinks goes below the top of 

the water. 

Try it! While washing a lemon and a lime in the sink, test it to see if they float. Will one float 

and the other sink? What about other fruit, like a banana or an apple?  

MEASUREMENT 

We measure things to see how big or heavy they are, and we can use lots of different things 

to measure. 

Try it! Use measurement words frequently in everyday conversation, such as “Let’s 

measure how tall you are.” or “Let’s see which toy is the heaviest.” Give a high five anytime 

a family member uses a measurement word! 
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MATTER 

Matter is everything around us. Properties are how something looks, feels, sounds, smells, 

or tastes.   

Try it! Collect a variety of safe household objects and place them in a pillowcase. Have 

your child close his eyes, pull out an object, and describe as many of its properties as he 

can using his sense of touch. Suggest that he use his senses. Ask, “Is the object rough or 

smooth? Hard or soft? Heavy or light? Big or small?” 

FORCE 

A force is a push or a pull that makes something move. Motion is how something moves.  

Try it! Try counting the number of things that you pull or push in a day (pushing a grocery 

cart, pulling a wagon, pushing the door closed). You’ll notice forces are everywhere! 

ENGINEERING 

Engineering is the process of planning and building something to solve a problem. 

Try it! Help set up a problem to solve by asking, “How can we build a fort we can crawl 

inside?” Encourage your child to first design the fort on paper, and then build it using couch 

cushions and blankets. 

 

 

 

 

To discover more Sesame Street resources on STEM, explore: 

 Sesamestreet.org/STEM for engaging videos, interactive games, and fun activities. 

 M.sesamestreet.org/STEM for mobile games and videos to use on the go! 

 

 


